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In this paper we consider linear control systems on [w” with integral quadratic 
cost functionals and investigate optimality properties of extremals. In this context, 
extremals are curves which satisfy the Pontryagin maximum principle. We extend 
the Jacobi necessary condition from the calculus of variations to the optimal 
control setting and describe a relationship between optimality of extremals and the 
existence of a solution for a certain Riccati differential equation. 0 1989 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we will consider linear control systems with quadratic cost 
functionals and we will concentrate on the following problems: 
If x(t) is an extremal trajectory defined on an interval [r _ , co) then, 
(a) Find a point t”, such that x(t) is optimal on the interval 
[t- , t”,] and not optimal beyond t”, . 
(b) Find a maximal point t”, in [L , t”, ] in (a) such that x(r) is the 
unique optimal trajectory which connects x(t _ ) to x(r + ) for any t + with 
tua,<tR+. 
(c) Characterize points t”, and t”, . 
(For a definition of optimality see Section 1, Definition 1.1.) 
* The authors thank Professor L. D. Berkovitz for valuable suggestions that greatly 
improved the exposition of the results. 
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Those problems are quite analogous to similar problems in the calculus 
of variations and differential geometry. In the first of these fields, the solu- 
tions are provided by the Jacobi fields and the corresponding conjugate 
points (Refs. [ 1, 21, for example). According to this theory, t”, = t”, and t”, 
is defined such that a nonzero trajectory of the Jacobi field which starts at 
the origin at tP ends there the first time at time r”, . In differential 
geometry, one speaks of a cut locus; i.e., a set of points at which a geodesic 
no longer minimizes distance (Ref. [3], for instance). In contrast to the 
notion of a conjugate point (which compares an extremal to those 
infinitesimally close to it), cut locus is a global notion. 
In our situation, because of linearity, this difference between local and 
global disappears. It turns out that the answers to our questions, even 
though similar to the classical ones, are also somewhat different. In par- 
ticular, we show that t”, may be strictly less than t”, . It turns out that t”, 
is a point where solutions of the corresponding Riccati differential equation 
blow up. The existence and the location of the points t”, , t”, are crucial for 
minimal sufficient conditions for optimality and for computation of optimal 
trajectories. 
The results obtained are useful for the development of a theory of the 
second variation, especially for the description of a structure of minimizers 
(regular synthesis) for linear-quadratic control problems of Bolza type. It 
is hoped that the results will be helpful for deriving sufficient conditions for 
optimality for nonlinear control problems. 
The outline of the paper is as follows. In the first section we formulate 
the mathematical framework. The second section contains auxiliary results 
and some basic formalisms that will be useful in the remainder of the paper. 
The third section is the main part of the study. We derive there natural 
analogues of the Jacobi necessary condition. In the fourth section we 
discuss conjugate pairs and present examples which illustrate the results. 
In the last section we relate our results to the existence of a solution for a 
certain Riccati differential equation. 
1. NOTATIONS AND BASIC FORMALISM 
Notations. In order to distinguish between functions of a real variable 
and elements of the real Euclidean space [w”, we shall denote (for example) 
a function of a real variable by x( .), in contrast with a point x in OX”. The 
norm of x E [w” is denoted by 1x1, (x, y) indicates the scalar product in KY’, 
and a(t) denotes the derivative at time t, i.e., a(t) = dx( t)/dt. Measurability 
is understood to be in the Lebesgue sense, and equalities are always 
“almost everywhere.” 
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In this paper we consider a linear control system in R”, 
dx(t) -=A(t)x(t)+B(t)u(t), 
dt 
with a quadratic cost functional, 
4x(.),4.), t-9 1,) = j-‘+ f(x(t), 4th t) dt. I- 
The integrand is given by the formula 
1 x* m, 4t) = - [1[ R,,(t) RI*(t) x 2 u %1(f) &*(t) I[ 1 24 ’ 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
where x E R”, u E R”, and A(t), B(t), R,,(t), R12(t), R21(t), R22(t) are 
matrices with appropriate dimensionalities whose elements are Lebesgue 
integrable functions on [t ~, t, 1, and * indicates the transpose. For 
simplicity we assume also that all entries of the matrices are bounded 
functions on compact subintervals of ( - co, co). 
As is customarily done in control theory, we assume the following. 
HYPOTHESIS 1.1. The matrix R**(t) is uniformly positive definite on 
(-co, co). Namely there exists a positive scalar 6 such that u*R,,(t)u 2 
6 Iul* on (-co, 00) for each UEEY. Without any loss of generality we 
assume also that RI*(t)= R?*(t) = R*,(t) = RTl(t), R,,(t) = R:,(t), and 
R**(t) = R:*(t) on ( - co, co). 
Let x( .) be an absolutely continuous function from [t _ , t + ] to R” and 
u( .) be a measurable function from [t ~, t +] to IX”. We say that the pair 
(x(.), u(.)) is admissible if it satisfies (l), namely 
i(t)=A(t)x(t)+B(t)u(t). 
We denote by E(x-, x, , t _, t + ) the set of all admissible pairs (x( .), u( .)) 
which satisfies x(t-)=x. and x(t+)=x+. 
DEFINITION 1.1. We will say that (x(.), u(.))EE(x-,x+, tL, t+) is an 
optimal pair if 
J(Y(.), 4.1, t- 3 t, ) 3 4x(.), 4.1, t- 3 t, 1 
for all pairs (y(.), w(.))~E(x~,x+, tc, t+). 
As is well-known from the Pontryagin maximum principle, for any 
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optimal pair (x(.), u(.)) there exist an absolutely continuous curve p(.) 
defined on [TV , t + ] and a nonpositive scalar p0 which satisfy 
dp(t) -= 
dt -Po g (-4th u(t), t) - A*(t)P(t) 
almost everywhere on [t _, t + ] and along which the Hamiltonian, H, 
wt, x, Pv u) =pom u, t) + cp*, A(t)x+ Wtb) 
is maximal relative to U. That is, 
H(t, 4th p(t), u(t)) = :a$ wt, x(t), p(t), u) a.e. on [t-, t+]. (4) 
In the case of the linear equation (1) the scalar p. is negative (see, e.g., Ref. 
[4, p. 1801 and Remark 2.2). For simplicity we shall assume throughout 
that p. = -1. Thus, due to (4), along the triple (x( .), u( .), p( .)), dH/& = 0 
a.e. on [t ~, t + 1. Hence we have an additional relation 
-u*(t)&,(t)-x*(t)R,l(t)+p*(t)B(t)=O a.e. on [t-, t+]. (5) 
This relation enables us to express the control law as a function of (t, x, p), 
specifically 
ii(t, x, P) = R22Yf)p*(f)P - Rdt)xJ. (6) 
Associated with Eq. (1) and the cost (2) we consider the differential system 
on Iw” x iw”, 
dx(t) 
- = H/At, 4th p(t), 4t, x(t), p(t))), dt 
dp(t) 
-= -H,(t, x(t), p(t), 46 x(t), p(t))), dt 
(7) 
where HP and -H, are given as 
HP = {A(t) - B(t) G’(f) &W) x(t) + B(t) J&i%) B*(t) P(t) 63) 
-H, = {R,,(t) - R,,(t) G’(t) R,,(t)) x(t) 
- {A*(t) - &l(f) R,‘(t) B*(t)) At). (9) 
If x(.) is any absolutely continuous curve which satisfies (7) (along its com- 
panion p( .)) then we will refer to x(.) as an extremal; i.e., extremals are the 
projections of pairs of curves generated by (7). It will be convenient to call 
the triple (x(.), u( .), p(.)) defined by the relation (x(t), u(t), p(t)) = 
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(x(t), ii( t, x(t), p(t)), p(t)) an extremal triple and to refer to the pair 
(x(.), u( .)) as an extremal pair. A solution (x(-), p(.)) of (7) with initial 
conditions x(s) =x, and p(s) =p,, will be denoted throughout by 
(x(x,, P,, s* .I, Pb,, P.9, 37 .)I. 
Our basic aim is to characterize optimal trajectories in terms of the 
extremals. As we have already remarked, each optimal trajectory is a 
projection of an extremal but the converse may be false. 
In order to place matters in perspective, we pause briefly to recall the 
classical results from the calculus of variations (Ref. [ 11). If we let A(t) = 0 
and B(t) = Z, then our problem becomes that of the calculus of variations. 
Equations (7) correspond to the Hamiltonian formalism. Hypothesis 1.1 
corresponds to the strong Legendre condition (f,,>O). As is well-known 
in such a case, every solution of (7) is optimal on small intervals of time, 
but as the interval grows it may fail to be optimal beyond a certain point. 
A further local study results in what is known as the Jacobi theory in terms 
of the linearization of Eqs. (7) along an extremal. Since Eqs. (7) in our case 
are already linear, the Jacobi system is the same as system (7). It is then 
known that the absence of conjugate points of (7) is a necessary and 
sufficient condition for optimality of extremals. According to this theory (7) 
admits conjugate points if there exists a nonzero extremal x( .) such that 
x( t -) = 0 and x(t’; ) = 0. The extremal x( .) fails to be optimal beyond its 
first conjugate point. 
In order to clarify the phenomenon we intend to discuss, the following 
examples are introduced. 
EXAMPLE 1.1. Minimize 4s:: (u*(t) -x2(t)) dt over the curves 
a(t) = u(t) with the boundary conditions x( t _ ) = x(t + ) = 0. Here x and u 
are scalars. 
System (7) for this example is 
dx(f) h(t) 
--P(t), 7= dt 
-x(t). 
The curves x,(t)-0 and x,(t)=sin t are both extremals (p,(t)=O, 
p*(t) = cos t). Let tP = 0; then the cost along x,( .) is identically zero while 
the cost along x2( .) is $ sin 2t + . Thus xi(.) is optimal for t, <rc. At t, =Z 
both costs are zero and beyond rc the zero cost is no longer optimal. In 
fact, no extremal is optimal beyond this point, and t”, = t”, = n. 
We next consider another example which does not come from the 
calculus of variations. 
EXAMPLE 1.2. Minimize 4s:: (u’(t)-x*(t))dr over the curves 
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a(t) = b(t) u(t) with the boundary conditions x( t ~ ) = x( t + ) = 0. Here x, u 
are scalars, and b(t) is a real valued function given by the relations 
b(t)= 1 on (-co,-7c]u[O,n)u(2n,co) 
and 
b(t) = 0 on (-7r, 0) u [7c, 2x1. 
System (7) for this example is 
dx(t) 4(t) 
--=b*(t)P(t), dt= dt 
-x(t). 
The triples (x,(.), u,(.), p,(.)) and (x2(.), u,(.), p2(.)) which are given by 
the formulas 
(X*(j), u,(t), p,(t)) = (03 030) for t~(-co, co), 
(x2(t), u2( t), p2( t)) = ( - sin t, -cos t, -cos t) for t~(-co,-E), 
(x*(j), u*(j), P*(f))= a 0, 1) for te [ -71, 0), 
(x2(t), u2( t), p*(f)) = (sin t, cos t, cos t) for t E [0, 7r), 
(x*(t), U*(f), P*(t)) = (O,O, -1) for t E [7c, 27~1, 
(x2(t), u*(t), p*(t)) = ( -sin t, -cos j, - t) for TV (271, co) 
are extremal triples in (-co, co). If tP = -71, then the corresponding costs 
coincide at t+ = rc, and t”, = 7~. For t, > rc the cost along x2(.) is still 
optimal until t, = 27~. Beyond t, = 272 both trajectories x1( .) and x2( .) 
stop being optimal, hence t”, = 271. 
Next we wish to analyze the scalar Riccati equation 
t+(t) + b*(t) w2(t) + 1 = 0 
which corresponds to our Hamiltonian system (see Refs. [ 5, p. 111; [6]). 
The general solution of this equation in [O, rc] is given by the formula 
w(t) = tan( -t + c). It is clear that there exists no solution for this equation 
on intervals [ - rc, t + 1, where t + 3 rc. On the other hand the extremal x,( .) 
is optimal on [ -7-~,27r]. It is therefore hopeless to investigate the 
optimality of extremals beyond rc by means of the Riccati equation. This 
remark is rather general and in the last section we describe in detail the 
relationship between optimality of extremals on one hand, and the 
existence of a solution for the corresponding Riccati equation on the other 
hand. This simple example demonstrates the basic distinction between the 
classical problem of Lagrange with an analytic Hamiltonian (see, e.g., Ref. 
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[7]) and our setting, where the Hamiltonian H is only measurable in t. We 
wish to emphasize that the lack of analyticity is crucial to the construction. 
It is not difficult to construct a similar example with even the C” function 
b(t) (see also Ref. [7, pp. 354-3561). We shall show later (Corollary 3.2) 
that in the case of analytic dynamics (i.e., when entries of the matrices A(t) 
and B(t) are analytic functions) our results agree with classical ones. 
Finally we wish to emphasize what is meant by zero and nonzero 
extremals in this study. We say that an extremal trajectory x( .) defined on 
an interval [t ~, t + ] is a zero (or trivial) extremal if x(t) = 0 for each 
t E [t _, t + 1. Otherwise we say that x( .) is a nonzero (or nontrivial) 
extremal on [t _ , t + 1. So our definition depends on the time intervals 
under consideration. For example, the extremal x2( .) in Example 1.2 is a 
zero extremal on [rc, 27~1, but a nonzero extremal on [0,271]. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
We start with a simple but useful observation. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let (x(.), u(.)) be un extremal pair and let (y(.), w(.)) 
be any admissible pair. Zf (y(.), w(.))~E(x(t~),x(t+), t_, t+), i.e., 
x(t-)=y(t-) andx(t+)=y(t+), then 
J(Y(.), wt.), t-2 t+)=J(x(.), u(.), t-, t+) 
+J(y(-)-xx(.), wt.)-4.1, t-9 t+). (10) 
In particular, if (y( .), w( .)) is also an extremul pair then 
J(y(.), w(.), tc, t+)=J(x(.), 4.1, t-, t+), 
Proof: The first part of the statement follows from the fact that the first 
variation of the cost along an extremal is zero, and the integrand is 
quadratic. Interchanging x and y in (10) yields the second part of the 
lemma. 1 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let (y( .), w( .)) b e an extremul pair with y(t_) = 
y(t+)=O. Then J(y(.), w(.), t_, t+)=O. 
Proof. Note that (x(t), u(t)) s (0,O) is an extremal pair and x( t _ ) = 
y( t _ ), x( t + ) = y( t + ). Now invoke the second part of Lemma 2.1. 1 
It follows from Lemma 2.1 that an extremal pair (x( .), u( .)) is optimal 
on [t _, t + ] if and only if the cost functional is nonnegative over 
E(0, 0, t ~, t + ). This motivates us to introduce the following definition. 
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DEFINITION 2.1. We will say that the cost: 
(a) is semipositive definite if for any (z( .), v(.)) E E(0, 0, t- , t, ) the 
cost J(z( .), o( .), t-, t, ) 3 0. We denote the semipositive definite cost by 
c(t--, t+)>O. 
(b) is positive definite if c(t~ , t+) 3 0 and the conditions 
(z(.),U(.))EE(O,O,t~,t+) and J(z(.), 4.1, t-3 t+)=O 
imply that (z(t), v(t)) = (0,O) f or t E [TV , t + 1. We denote the positive 
definite cost by c( t , t + ) > 0. 
(c) is indefinite if there exists (z( .), a( .)) E E(0, 0, t _, t + ) such that 
J(z(.), 4.1, t- > t,) < 0. 
We denote the indefinite cost by c( t _, t + ) < 0. 
Remark 2.1. Let c( t _ , t + ) 3 0. Then each admissible pair (z( .), v( .)) E 
E(0, 0, t ~, t+) with J(z( .), u( .), t_ , t + ) = 0 is an extremal pair. Indeed, if 
the first variation about (z(.), u( .)) is nonzero, than one can find 
(y(.), w(.))EE(O,O, tc, t+) with J(y(.), w(.), tc, t+)<O. This contradic- 
tion completes the proof. 
It is follows from Definition 2.1 and the linear structure of (1) that for 
each pair of scalars s, r such that t ~ < s < r, the condition 
c(t~,~)>O(c(t~,~)>0) implies that c(t~,s)>O(c(t. ,s)>O). (11) 
DEFINITION 2.2. We define a (forward) Riccati point t”, (t- ), or simply 
t”+, relative to tP by the formula 
tR,=SUp{t+:t+~tL,C(t~,t+)>o}. 
A (forward) optimal point t”, (IL), or simply t”, , relative to t _ is defined 
as 
t”, =sup{t+ : I+ ~ZL,C(fL, t+)>O). 
Elementary estimates based on the Cauchy inequality show that on small 
time intervals [TV , t, ] the term r:~ u*(t) R&t) u(t) dt plays the dominant 
role in the quadratic functional (2). The arguments go exactly as in the case 
of the calculus of variations (see, e.g., Ref. [2, p. 1173). So we state the next 
two lemmas without proofs. 
LEMMA 2.2. There exists a positive scalar E such that c(t- , t +) > 0, 
provided (t _ - t + ) < E. (Thus, in particular, for any t _, one has 
t_ a”, <t”, <co.) 
409:143,,-7 
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LEMMA 2.3 (A high price for a high speed). For any positive scalar 6 
there exists ~(6) > 0 such that for each admissible pair (x( .), a( .)) with 
Ix(t-)l b 1, x(t+)=O and It- -t+l c&(r)), one has 
4x(.), 4.h t-9 t+)>d. 
On the other hand we assume now that c(t ~, t + ) 2 0. Then any 
(z(.),u(.))EE(O,O,t~,t+)withJ(z(.),u(.),t...,t+)=Oisanextremal(and 
in fact an optimal) pair. In particular if (x( .), u(.)) is an extremal pair with 
x(t _ ) = x(s) = 0 for some s E (t _, t + 1, then the “forward broken” pair 
(a,( .), u,( .)) or, if it does not lead to ambiguity, simply (a(.), ti(.)), given 
by 
(“f(t), a(t)) = (x(t), u(t)) on [tL,s] 
G(t), C(t)) = (0, 0) on (s, t+l, 
is necessarily an extremal. Furthermore, this condition is also a sufficient 
condition for the cost to be semipositive definite. Specifically: 
LEMMA 2.4. The cost c( t ~, t + ) 2 0 if and only iffor any extremal pair 
(x(.),u(.)) with x(t-)=x(s)=0 (sE(t-, t+]) the ‘tforward broken”pair 
(a( .), fi( .)) is also an extremal pair on [t _, t +]. 
Lemma 2.4 is equivalent to the following: 
LEMMA 2.5. The cost c(t ~, t + ) 3 0 if and only if for each (z(.), u( .)) E 
E(0, 0, t-, t+) and s E [t-, t +] there exists an extremal pair (x(.), a(.)) 
with x(t_)=z(t-)=0 and x(s)=z(s). 
The proof of the statements follows from Ref. [S] and is based on a 
construction of the Hilbert invariant integral in a (not necessarily open) 
region about the zero extremal trajectory. Finally, note that the condition 
of Lemma 2.4 is symmetric. Indeed, if (x( .), u( .)) is an extremal pair with 
x(s) = x( t + ) = 0, then the “backward broken” pair (a( .), ti( .)) ((Z(t), li( t)) 
E (0, 0) on [t- , s) and (i(t), i(t)) = (x(t), u(t)) on [s, t +]) is an extremal 
pair. Hence one can state a symmetric analogue of Lemma 2.4. Since 
differential equations can be solved backward as well as forward most of 
the statements in this section can be stated in the symmetric “backward” 
form. 
In order to describe Riccati and optimal points in terms of extremals 
(i.e., to derive an analogue of the Jacobi necessary condition in the calculus 
of variations) we need to introduce additional definitions and to recall 
some auxiliary results. 
We denote by @(t, tm~ ) the fundamental matrix of the linear system 
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dx( t)/dt = A(t) x(t) which satisfies @(TV , tp ) = I. We then have that 
solutions x( .) of (1) with the initial condition x(t_ ) =x_ are 
x(t)=@(t, t-)x- +I:+ @(t,z)B(t)u(z)dt. We let 
A ‘(TV, t) = /’ @(t, r) B(z) u(r) dz: u admissible . (12) ,- 
We also define 
A-(t-,r)= j’ @(t-,r)B(t)u(t)dr:uadmissible (13) f- 
The set A + (t- , t) is the set of points reachable from the origin at time t, 
while A-(_, t) is the set of points which can be transferred to the origin 
at time t along the trajectories of (1). 
The following properties are quite well-known: 
(a) For each t, > t-, A-(t-, t+) is a vector subspace of [w”. 
(b) A-(?-, t’+)~A~(tc, t+) whenever t’+ <r+. 
(c) A+(r-, t+) is a vector subspace of Iw” and A+(t-, t+)= 
@(t+, tc)A-(L, t+). 
In view of (b), for each t _ the function dim A - (t ~ , t + ) is a nondecreas- 
ing step function of t + . Since A ~ and A + are related by a nonsingular 
matrix @ it follows that the points of discontinuity of A- coincide with the 
discontinuities of dim A +(t ~, t + ) as a function of t + . That is, at the points 
of discontinuity the accessibility sets increase their dimensions. Hence, in 
particular, for each t ~ the set of discontinuities of dim A-(-, t, ) is a 
finite set on (t-, co). 
The next statement provides a characterization of abnormality of the 
system (7) (for a definition of abnormality see, e.g., Ref. [S, p. 361). 
LEMMA 2.6. Consider an extremal x(0, p-, t_, e). Then x(0, p-, t-, t) 
=Ofor all t in an interval [t-, t+] ifandonly ifp? I A-(-, t+). 
ProojI Denote the extremal x(0, p- , t-, .) by x( .), the correspondent 
adjoint vector function by p( .) (p(t~) = p- ), and the feedback 
U(t, X(Z), p(t)) at time t by u(t). Suppose first that x(t) = 0 on [t- , t+]. 
Then (6) implies that 
u(t) = -z&‘(t) B*(t) p(t). 
Equation (1) yields 
O=i(t)= -B(t)R,‘(t)B*(t)p(r) 
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or 
0 = <P*(t), B(t) &$(t) B*(t) p(t)>. 
Since the matrix R;‘(t) is positive definite, it follows that 
B*(t) p(t) = 0 on [It- , t+]. 
It follows now from Eqs. (7) and (9) that 
P(t) = -A*(t) p(t), 
in other words 
p(r)=@*(tc, t)p-. 
Combining the last equation with (14) we obtain 
E*(t)@*(t-, t)p- =o on [It , t+l. 
(14) 
(15) 
Hence for each admissible control w(t) 
(p?, @(fL, 2) B(t) w(t)> =o on Ct-, t+l 
and 
for each admissible w(t). (16) 
In other words p? I A-(t_, t+). On the other hand, if p5 I A-(_, t+), 
then (16) holds. In particular (16) holds for 
w(t) = B*(t) @*(t ) t)p-. 
This implies (15). By inspection we find out that the pair (X( .), p(.)) 
defined by the relation (X(t), p(t)) = (0, @*(t ~ , t) p _ ) is a solution of (7) 
with (.?(t~),p(t~))=(x(t-),p(t~)). This implies that x(t)=%(t)=0 on 
[t ~ , t + ] and finishes the proof. 1 
As an immediate consequence, we get 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let p? 1 A-(? ., z) for some T‘E (t-, t+). If 
x(0, p ~, t ~, .) is not identically zero in the interval [t ~, t+] then there 
exists a point of discontinuity of dim A ~ (t ~, t) (as a function oft) for some 
tE(t-, t+). 
Since the system (7) can be solved backward as well as forward one can 
state the “backward” analogue of Corollary 2.2. 
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COROLLARY 2.3. Let p*+ I A+(z, t+) for some TE(~-, t+). Zf 
x(O,p+,t+,.) is not identically zero in the interval [t ~, t + ] then there 
exists a point of discontinuity of dim A+(& t + ) (as a function oft) for some 
tE(t-, t+). 
We now pause briefly to return to singular extremals. 
Remark 2.2. Let (x( .), u(a), p(.)) be a singular extremal (i.e., p0 = 0) 
defined in [TV., t+]. In this case d(t)= -A*(t)p(t) in [t-, t+], and 
(p*(t), B(t)w) =0 for each WE R”. This implies that 
l+ 
@(tt, t) R(t) w(t)dt for each admissible w(t). 
f- 
In other wordsp*_ I A-(-, t+). On the other hand, ifp? l. A-(tt, t+) 
then for any admissible pair (x(.), a(.)) the triple (x(.), u(.), p( .)) defined 
by the relation (x(t), u(t), p(t))= (x(t), u(t), @*(t-, t)p-) is a singular 
extremal triple; i.e., any admissible trajectory x(.) is a singular extremal. In 
other words singular extremals provide no information about optimality. 
For this reason, in this study, we confine ourselves to nonsingular 
extremals only. 
The next statement will be extremely useful for deriving Jacobi necessary 
conditions (see Section 3). A proof of the statement follows from the con- 
tinuous dependence of solutions of (7) on initial conditions and from 
Lemma 2.6. 
COROLLARY 2.4. For any time interval [t _, t + ] there exists a positive 
constant A4 (which depends on the time interval only) such that for each 
extremal pair (x(.), u(.)) with x(t-)=0 and Ix(t+)I = 1, one has 
IJ(4.h d.1, t-, t+)l GM. 
The necessary and sufficient conditions for the cost to be positive definite 
are given in the next theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. The cost c( t _ , t + ) > 0 tf and only tf the following condi- 
tion holds: For each (s, x,), s E (t _, t +], x, E A ‘(t _, s) there exists a unique 
extremalpair (x(.), u(.)) with x(t-)=O andx(s)=x,. 
Proof We assume first that c(t- , t + ) > 0. Then c(t ~, s) > 0 for each 
sE(t_, t+]. Let x(.)=x(O,p, tt, .) be an extremal and 4.) be the corre- 
sponding control. If x(0, p, t _, s) = 0, then 
J(x(.),u(.), L,s)=O 
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(see Corollary 2.1), hence x(0, p, t_, t) =0 on [t-, s] and p* I A-(-, s). 
In other words the mapping p-+x(0, p, t ~, t+) is a bijection from 
A-(-, s) onto A + (t ~, s). This implies the existence of a unique extremal 
pair (x(.),u(.)) with x(t-)=0 and x(s)=x, for each x,EA+(t-,s). 
Next assume that the condition holds. Then, due to Lemma 2.5, 
c(t-, t+)>O. Let (z(.), u(-)) be an element of E(O,O, t_, t+) such that 
J(z(.), u(.), t-, t+)=O. Then (z(.), u(.)) is an extremal pair. Since z( t + ) = 
0 E A + (t ~, t + ), due to our condition, (z(t), u(t)) = (0,O). In other words 
c(t-, t+)>O. f 
3. RICCATI AND OPTIMAL POINTS 
In this section we characterize Riccati and optimal points in terms of 
the extremals. We start with a technical lemma which enables us to 
characterize Riccati points. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that c( t _, t ,) > 0. Then there exists a positive 
scalar E such that c( t _, t + + E) > 0. 
Proof. First we show that for some positive E and each s E (t _ , r + + E] 
the only extremal x( .) with x(t ~ ) = x(s) = 0 is the zero one. Since 
c(t-, t+)>O for each sE(t-, t+] the only extremal x(.) with x(t-)= 
x(s) = 0 is the zero one. We assume that E is so small that c( t + , t + + E) > 0 
(see Lemma 2.2), and the open interval (t + , t + + F) contains no points of 
discontinuity of dim A - (t + , t). Let x(.) be an extremal with x(t _ ) = 
x(s) =0 (t+ <s < t, + E). We will show that x(t) = 0 for each 
t E [t _, t + + E]. Suppose first that x( t + ) # 0. We can assume without any 
loss of generality that Ix(t +)I = 1. Then 
where IJ(x(-),u(.), t._, t+)l <MandJ(x(.), u(.), t+,s)>6 (see Lemma2.3 
and Corollary 2.4). We shrink E, if necessary, to arrange that E < E( 1Ml) 
(i.e., 4x(.), 4-h t,, s)>lM( for each sE(t+, t + + E] such that x(s) = 0). 
This contradicts the condition J(x( .), u( .), t ~, s) = 0, and shows that 
x(t+) = 0. If x(t +) = 0, then the condition c(t _, t +) > 0 implies that 
x(t)=0 in [t-, r,], and since c(t +, t, +s)>O theextremalx(.)iszeroin 
Ct+ 9 s]. Since there exist no discontinuity points of dim A-(t + , t) in 
(t+, t + + E) it follows (Corollary 2.2) that x(t) = 0 in [t ~, t + + E]. This 
shows that the mapping p -+x(0, p, t-, s) is a bijection from A-(t_, s) 
onto A+(t-,s) for each sE(t+, t + + a]. Hence, due to Theorem 2.1, our 
proof is now finished. f 
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As an immediate consequence we have 
THEOREM 3.1 (Jacobi condition I). The cost c(t-, t”,)>O (is semi- 
positive definite). The point t + R is the minimal time beyond t- such that there 
exists a nonzero extremal x(t) which starts at 0 at time t _ and returns to 0 
at time t”,. 
We now turn our attention to the optimal point t”, . 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that c( t ~, t + ) < 0 for some number t + . Then there 
exists E > 0 such that c( t _ , t + - E) < 0. 
Proof: Let {ei, . . . . ek) be a basis for A+(t_, t+) and {(Xi(.), Ci(.)} be 
a set of admissible pairs such that 
x;(tL)=O and Xi(t+)=ei, i = 1, 2, . . . . k. 
Let (x0(.), zig(.)) be an admissible pair with 
x,(t-)=O, &(f+)=O, and -Go(.), CA.), t-, t+)<O. 
For any c( = (cQ,, a,, . . . . ak) with cri> 0 and C cli = 1 define 
i cL,xj(‘), i ajui(.) . 
i=O i=O > 
Then J(x,(.), u,( .), t _ , t +) is a quadratic (and therefore continuous) func- 
tion relative to c(, and its value is negative at u = (1, 0, . . . . 0). Hence there 
exists E > 0 such that for any c( E A,, where 
J(x,(.), u,(.), t- , t + ) is negative, and 0 is an interior point of the set 
{x,(t+) I CLEA,}. Let 6 b e a small positive scalar such that for each 
tE ct+ -4 t+l 
(i) J(x,( .), u,(.), t-, t) is negative for cc E A,,, 
(ii) 0 is an interior point of {x,(t) 1 CLE A,,,}. 
(The existence of such 6 follows from continuity of J(x,( .), u,( .), t ~, t) 
with respect o (7, CI).) Then there exists an admissible pair (x( .), u( .)) with 
x(t-)=O, x(t+ -6)=O, and 4x(.), u(.), t-, t, -q-co. 
Thus our proof is finished. 1 
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The lemma yields the following: 
COROLLARY 3.1. The cost c(t_, ty)>O (is semipositive definite). 
The next theorem describes the optimal point by means of extremals. 
THEOREM 3.2 (Jacobi condition II). The point t”, is the minimal point 
beyond t- with the following property: There exists an extremal pair 
(x( .), u( .)) with x( t _ ) = x( t + ) = 0 such that the ‘Toforward broken” pair 
(2(.), ti(.)) defined by the relations (.2(t), ti(t))=(x(t), u(t)) on [t-, t”,], 
and (i(t), l;(t)) = (0, 0) in (t”, , co) stops being extremal beyond t”, . (Note 
that (x( .), u( .)) is necessarily a nonzero extremal on [t ~, t”, I.) 
Proof. Denote by T the set of all points that have our property. It 
follows from Lemma 2.4 that t”, = inf{ t: t E T}. Next we show that t”, itself 
has the property. Suppose the opposite. The set of all extremals x( .) with 
x( t _ ) = x( t “, ) = 0 constitutes a finite-dimensional vector space. Let 
(x,( .), . . . . xk( .)} be a basis for this space. Let i, > t”, , i = 1, . . . . k be numbers 
such that the “forward broken” trajectory ii(.) is an extremal in [It-, t,]. 
Let i=min{i,, . . . . t‘k). We will shrink i, if necessary, to arrange that 
co”, 3 r) > 0. Then for each extremal x( .) with x(t ~ ) = x( t”, ) = 0 the curve 
a(.) is extremal in [t _, t]. Let now x(.) be an extremal with x(t -) = 0. 
Suppose that x(s) = 0 for some SE (t _, i]. If s E (t-, t”,], then (since 
c(t-, t”,)>,O) the curve a(.) is an extremal in [t-, t”,] and x(t”,)=O. This 
implies that a(.) is an extremal in [t-, t]. If s>ty, but x(ty)=O, then 
once again A?(.) is an extremal in [tc, i]. Finally let s>tO, and x(t”,)#O. 
We can assume that \x(tO,)( = 1. Hence, repeating the same arguments as 
in the proof of Lemma 3.1, we obtain a positive E such that x(t) # 0 in 
[t”,, t”, + E]. We shrink i, if necessary, to arrange that t”, < id t”, +E. 
Hence combining the above three cases we obtain that for each extremal 
x(.) defined on [t-, t‘] with x(t-)=x(s)=O, sE(t-, i] the curve a(.) is 
also an extremal on the same interval. Hence, due to Lemma 2.4, 
c( t ~, t) > O-a contradiction. 1 
(The above mentioned property of t”, coincides with the definition of a 
conjugate point for linear-quadratic control problems proposed in 
Ref. [9].) 
We now focus on the relation of t”, to t”, 
LEMMA 3.3. Consider dim A + (t, t “, ) as a function of t. Zf dim A + (t, t y ) 
is a constant in [t-, t”,], then t”, = t”, . 
Proof: Suppose that t”, -C t”, . Then (see Theorem 3.1) there exists a 
nonzero extremal x(.) in [t-, t”,] with x(t._)=x(tR,)=O. On the other 
hand, since c( t _, t”, ) 2 0, the curve a( .) is a nonzero extremal in [t _, t”, ] 
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and a(t)=0 in [t”,, t”,]. It follows now from Corollary 2.3 that 
dim A + (t, t”, ) has a point of discontinuity in [t _ , t”, 1. This contradiction 
completes the proof. 1 
COROLLARY 3.2. If the matrices A(t) and B(t) are such that their entries 
are analytic functions qf t then t”, = t”, . The particular case is the 
autonomous systems. 
When the matrices A(t), B(t) have analytic entries, then for each fixed s 
the function dim A+(t, s) is a constant as a function of t. This implies in 
particular the nonexistence of transition points. The result is known in the 
classical calculus of variations for analytic variational problems (see, e.g., 
Ref. [7, p. 3561). Note that in contrast with the classical result we do not 
require the Hamiltonian H to be an analytic function, and do not impose 
any additional condition on the cost function f(x, u, t). 
4. RICCATI AND OPTIMAL PAIRS 
This section is concerned with the following problem: Let tm be a given 
initial time and let t”, = t”, (t -), t”, = to+ (t -) be the corresponding forward 
Riccati and optimal points. Define backward Riccati t! (t “, ) = t 5 (t “, (t _ )) 
and optimal t?(ty)= t?(ty(t-)) points by 
tR(tT)=inf{t: t<tR,, c(t, tR+)>O}, (17) 
P(tO,)=inf{t: t<t”,,c(t, t”,)aO}. (18) 
It is clear from (17) and (18) that t”(tO,)<tL <tt”(t”,). It is natural, 
therefore, to ask the following question: “Is it possible that 
either t?(tO,)<t-, or tp <tR(tR+)?,, 
Going back to the calculus of variations we see that the answer to this 
question is negative. Indeed, in the classical calculus of variations t”, = t”, 
and tR(tR+)= t?(ty)= tc. Or, to put it another way, t, is conjugate to t_ 
if and only if t ~ is conjugate to t + . However, due to the lack of analyticity, 
the situation is different in the optimal control setting. In order to clarify 
it we start with an example. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let the optimization problem be the same as in Example 
1.2. Let t _ = -n/2. Then t”, = rc and t”, = 27~. On the other hand 
t”_(t”,)=O and t?(t”,)= -7~. Thus, in this example, t?(ty)< t_ < t!(tT). 
Although t ~ may be strictly less than t!(t”,) it turns out (see Theorem 
3.1) that the next iteration brings us back to t”, , i.e., t’J(t!(tT))= t”, . 
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DEFINITION 4.1. We say that a pair (I _ , r + 1 is a Riccati pair if 
tR =t + + and f(t”+)= t -. 
The following statement characterizes Riccati pairs. Proofs of this state- 
ment and Theorem 4.2, which describes optimal pairs (to be defined next), 
are routine. so we omit them. 
THEOREM 4.1. A pair ( t _, t + } is a Riccati pair if and only if for each 
nonzero extremal x( .) with x( t ~ ) = x( t + ) = 0 the following condition holds: 
x(t)#O for each tE(t_, t+). 
We now return to optimal pairs. 
DEFINITION 4.2. We shall say that a pair {t _, t, } is an optimal pair if 
to =t + + and P(tO,)= t-. 
Note, that ty(t?(ty))= t”,. Indeed, due to Jacobi condition II there 
exists an extremal x( .) defined on [t ~, t0,] such that a( .) stops being 
extremal beyond t”, . Since tf (t”+) is backward optimal relative to t”, the 
cost c(t?(tO,), t”,)>O, hence the curve y(.) defined on [f(ty), co) by the 
formula 
y(t)=0 on CtO(ty), t-1, y(t)=Z(t) on [t-, co) 
is an extremal on [t? (t”,), t”,] which stops being extremal beyond t”, . 
Now the result follows from Jacobi condition II. 
The next theorem describes optimal pairs in terms of extremals. 
THEOREM 4.2. A pair (t _ , t + } is an optimal pair if and only if the 
following two conditions hold: 
1. For each extremal trajectory x( .) defined on [t _ , t + ] with 
x(s-)=x(s+)=O, where t- <s- <s+ <t+, the “broken” curve a(.) 
defined on [t _ , t + ] by the relations 
Z(t)=0 on [It-,s-]u [s,, t+] and Z(t)=x(t) on [s-.,s+] 
is an extremal trajectory on [t _ , t + 1. 
2. There exists an admissible trajectory $( .) defined on ( - 00, CO ) such 
that 
(a) P(t)=0 on (--co, t-]u [t+, co), 
(b) g(.) is an extremal on [t-, t+], 
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(c) j( .) is not an extremal on any interval [T- , T, ] that contains 
Cl-9 t+l. 
We next give several examples which illustrate the difference between the 
results of the paper and the “conventional” intuition of Lagrange problems 
with analytical Hamiltonians (see, e.g., Ref. [7]). 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Let dx(t)/dt = b(t) u(t). Here x and u are scalars and b(t) 
is given as 
b(t) = 0 for te [-l,O] 
and 
b(t) = t” Jm for t E (0, 11, it a nonnegative integer. 
The initial condition is x( - 1) = 0, and the cost is J(x(.), u( .), - 1, 1) = 
is’, u*(t) dt. It is easy to check that the curves x1(.) and x2(.) which are 
given by the relations 
x,(t)=Ofor tE[-l,O] and xi(t)=t2”+1 for tE(0, l] 
and 
x,(t)=0 for tE [0, l] and x2(t)=2t2”+l for tE(0, l] 
are extremals. Thus, even though the cost is positive definite and every 
point in A +(O, t) (t E (0, 21) can be reached by at most one extremal at 
time t, it may happen that extremals intersect. This happens precisely 
whenever there are discontinuities in dim A +(O, t) as is the case in this 
example. It is not difficult to construct similar examples with even a C” 
(but not analytic!) function b(t). 
EXAMPLE 4.3. Let i,(t)= b,(t) ul(t) and i-,(t)= b,(t) u*(t). Here 
x = (x1, x2) and u = (u,, u2) are two-dimensional vectors, and b,(t), b,(t) 
are functions that are defined by 
b,(t)=1 ifOdt<rt and b,(t)=0 if z<t<2n, 
b,(t)=OifO<t<z and b*(t) = 1 if 7c < t d 27~. 
We wish to minimize the cost 
J(x(.),~(.).0,2~)=~1~~ (u:(t)-xx:(t))+@;(t)-x;(t))dt 
0 
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over the curves x( .) with x(0) = x(271) = 0. So in this case, t _ = 0, t”, = n, 
and t”, = 271. We consider the pair of extremals x( .) = (x,( .), x2( .)) and 
Y(.)= (Ye, YA.)), where 
x,(t)=a sin t if OdtQ7c, xl(t)=0 if n<t<2n, 
and 
x,(t) = 0, 0 < t d 27-c, 
y,(t)=O, Oft<271 
and 
y*(t) = 0 if 0 d t d rc, y2(t) = fl sin t if x < t 4 27~. 
Let z( .) = x( .) + J(.). Then z( ,) is an extremal trajectory on [0, 27~ 3.
Furthermore z(t) is optimal and z(0) =z(n) =z(2rc) =O, z(t) #O for any 
t E (0, rc) u (n, 271) and nonzero c1 and fi. 
In the last section of the paper we relate optimality of extremals to the 
existence of a solution to a certain Riccati differential equation. 
5. ON THE RICCATI DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION AND 
OPTIMALITY OF EXTREMALS 
One of the basic tools for deriving sufficient conditions for optimality in 
the calculus of variations and the optimal control theory is the Riccati 
differential equation. Existence of a symmetric solution of the Riccati 
differential equation associated with the Hamiltonian system (7) is a 
sufficient condition for optimality of extremals. In what follows we show 
that when c( t _, t +) >, 0 (is only semipositive definite) there exists no 
symmetric solution for the Riccati differential equation (Theorem 5.1). This 
prevents us from applying the Riccati differential equation approach to the 
investigation of optimality of extremals in the linear-quadratic case. 
Consider a Hamiltonian system defined on a time interval [t_ , t +] by 
i(t) = AAt) x(t) + &At) At) (19) 
d(t) = C,(t) x(t) -G(t) P(f), (20) 
where the matrices B,(t) = B,*(t) and C,(t) = C,*(t) are symmetric on 
[t- , t + 1. We assume also that entries of the matrices are bounded and 
measurable functions on [tc , t +]. Along with the system (19), (20) we 
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shall consider also the corresponding matrix system of differential equa- 
tions 
O(t) = A,(t) U(t) + B,(t) V(t) (21) 
P(t) = C,(t) U(t) - ‘4,*(t) V(t). (22) 
Extend the definition of the matrices A,(t), B,(t), and C,(t) on ( - co, tp ) 
as 
Al(t) = 0, B,(t) = A C,(t) = 0 for t~(-cc, t-). 
The following result is well-known. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let W(t) be a symmetric solution of the Riccati 
equation 
d’(t)+ W(t)A,(t)+A,*(t) W(t)+ W(t)&(t) W(t)-C,(t)=0 (23) 
on the interval [t _ , t + 1. Then there exists z _ < t ~ and a symmetric matrix 
valued function F(t) defined on [r .~, t + ] such that m(t) is a solution of 
(23) on [z-, t+] and r(t)= W(t) for tE [tt, t+]. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let W(t) be a symmetric solution of the Riccati equa- 
tion (23) defined on [T-, t+]. There exists (U(t), V(t)) a matrix solution of 
(21), (22) with det U(t)#O and U*(t) V(t)= V*(t) U(t) on [z-, t+]. (For 
proof see Ref [S, p. 111.) 
The following discussion is a slight modification of Ref. [lo, pp. 
385-3861 which we include for the reader’s convenience. However, in con- 
trast with Ref. [lo], we do not assume that the matrix B,(t) is nonsingular. 
If (U(t), V(t)) and ( Uo(t), V,Jt)) are solutions of (21) (22), then 
u*(t) Vo(t)- v*(t) U(Jt)=K,, (24) 
where K0 is a constant matrix. This is readily verified by differentiating 
(24). Assume that 
det U(t)#O on CT-, f+l, (25) 
and let 
K= U*(t) V(t)- V*(t) U(t). (26) 
Consider the “variation of constants” 
U,(t)= U(t) Z(t). (27) 
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or by W), 
I/,(r)= u*-‘(t)[K,+ v*(t) U(t)Z(t)], 
V’)(t)= V(t)Z(t)+ u*-‘(t)[K,-KZ(t)]. (28) 
Since U,(t)=&(t) U,(t)+&(t) Vo(t) and U(t)=&(t) U(t)+&(t) V(t), 
it follows from (27), (28) that 
i(t) = -[u-‘(t) B,(t) u*-‘(t)K] Z(t) + U-‘(t) B,(t) u*-‘(t)K,. 
Thus, if T(t) is the fundamental solution of the homogeneous part of this 
equation, satisfying T(z _ ) = Z, 
F(t)= -[u-‘(t) B,(t) u*-‘(t)K] T(t), T(z-)=I, (29) 
then solutions Z are of the form 
Z(t) = T(t) K, + 
{ [ 
j’ T-‘(r) U-‘(r) B,(r) U*-‘(r) dr 
T- 1 I K,, , 
where K, is an arbitrary constant matrix. Correspondingly, by (27), 
Uo(t) = U(t) T(t) K, + 
1 i 
1’ T-‘(r) V’(r) B,(r) U*-‘(r) dr K, (30) i- 1 1 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let W(t) be a symmetric solution of the Riccati equa- 
tionon [ZC, t+],andB,(t)>Ofor tE[t_,t+]. Thereexists(U,(t), V,Jt)), 
a matrix solution of (21) (22) with U,(r _ ) = 0 and det U,(t) # 0 for each 
tE(t-, t+l. 
ProoJ Due to Proposition 5.2 there exists (U(t), V(t)), a solution for 
(21), (22) with det U(t)#O and U*(t) V(t)= V*(t) U(t) on [t-, t+]. 
Hence, by (26), K = 0 and T(t) = I. If, in this discussion, (U,(t), V,,(t)) is a 
solution for (21), (22) with initial conditions U,(s-) = 
K, = 0, and by (24) 
detK,=det U*(t~)det V,Jr )#0 
and (30) reduces to 
U,(t)= U(t) 1’ U-‘(r)&,(r) U*+‘(r)dr 
T- 
V,,( r _ ) = Z, then 
KY 
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Since for any t > t- the matrix 
s ’ Urn-l(r) B,(r) U*-‘(r) dr T- 
is positive definite the proposition is proved. 1 
We assume now that the matrices A,(t), B,(t), and C,(t) are given on [t- , t+] by the formulas 
&(t) = A(t) - B(t) R,‘(t) Rn(f)r f&(t) = B(t) R,‘(t) B*(t), 
Co(t) = R11(t) - R,*(t) R,‘(t) R,*(t). 
Namely, the Hamiltonian system (19), (20) is the Hamiltonian system (7) 
of the linear-quadratic problem (l), (2). The next statement shows that 
c(t.. , t +) > 0 (is positive definite). 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let W(t) be a symmetric solution of the Riccati equa- 
tion on [z-, t+]. For each nontrivial solution (x(t), p(t)) of (19), (20) with 
x(t ~ ) = 0, one has x(t) # 0 for each t E (z _, t + 1. This means that the second 
variation of the corresponding control problem is strictly positive definite on 
[z _, t + ] and, therefore, also strictly positive definite on [t _, t + ] (see 
Theorem 2.1). 
Proof Let ( Uo(t), Vo(t)) be as in Proposition 5.3. If (x(t), p(t)) is a 
solution of (19), (20) with ~(t-)=O, then (x(t), p(t)) = (U,(t)c, VJt)c) for 
some c E KY. This completes the proof. 1 
As an immediate consequence we have: 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose that c( t _ , t + ) > 0 (is only semipositive definite). 
Then there exists no symmetric solution to the matrix Riccati differential 
equation associated with the Hamiltonian system (7). 
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